Winter
Caring for Families Around the World

Hello Everyone
Our WINTER ASMU magazine is now before you;
thank you for your ongoing support. It’s a cold windy wet
day. I’m sitting by the fire with my Mac on the table
seeking words to express honouring Margaret who has
loved and supported me in friendship and as co-editor in
the creation of our seasonal ASMU magazine. Perhaps
the best way is to say - “THANK YOU” - from the depths
of my heart in the hope you can all hear it beating with
love as I’m talking to you now.
Hopefully you too are in a warm snug favourite space
in your home as you browse through your Winter
magazine.
I would like to introduce a new feature which is a
series by Jeannie Kennedy, “When I was a Little Boy”.
Jeannie has written a précis for this issue and the story
will then be circulated in between our regular magazine.
It’s a wonderful true story written by her mother and
reproduced by Jeannie.
The font used in this intro-editorial is one developed
for low vision readers. It was created specifically for the
Braille Institute of America founded in 1919. In 1912 an
accidental gunshot wound blinded Montana cowboy
J Atkinson and as a consequence he learned to read
braille and began transcribing books for his personal
interest.
The font is called Atkinson Hyperlegible in
recognition of J Robert. What makes it different from
traditional typography design is it focuses on letterform
distinction to increase character recognition, ultimately
improving readability.
I would appreciate feedback on how readable you
find the font.

Keep warm and well
Regards

Pauline Matthews
Editor

“Thank You”
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From Jordan
Soon afterward, Jesus went to a town called Nain, and his disciples and a large crowd went
along with him. As he approached the town gate, a dead person was being carried out—
the only son of his mother, and she was a widow. And a large crowd from the town was with
her. 13 When the Lord saw her, his heart went out to her and he said, “Don’t cry.”

W

ho is this man
Jesus? What
difference does he
make in our lives?
How are we to make
sense of his story
and all that he said
and did?
We have heard
that Jesus was able
to heal the slave of a
Roman centurion
without even
meeting the dying
man. And he even
praised the faith of a
pagan. What kind of
rabbi is he? How
does he dare have
anything to do with
the unclean? This
week Jesus’ healing
powers are put to
the test and we see
echoes of the
prophets in this
fascinating moment
that is told only by the author of Luke-Acts.
Nain (today the largely Arabic town of
Nein) is in Galilee about 5 miles southwest of
Nazareth and 25 miles from Capernaum
where Jesus had just healed the slave. Why
Jesus is going to Nain is not clear. But what
we are told is that a large crowd is following
Jesus. The word was spreading about this
worker of miracles.
As Jesus and his crowd approach the
town a crowd going out of the city meets
them. A man of the town has died and
villagers are accompanying his mother out to
the cemetery for his burial. We are told that
his mother is a widow and he was her only
son. This tells us much about her now
precarious status. Whether or not this woman
had any daughters would not matter. Without

either a husband, or son, she was in a difficult
position financially. She would not have a
source of income. At Mothers’ Union we often
remember the widows and those who struggle
with motherhood.
Before we look at Jesus’ amazing gift to
this woman, we need to be reminded of two
other stories of women and their sons. When
Jesus preached his first sermon in Nazareth,
angering his neighbours, he reminded them
of the fact that the great prophet Elijah
helped not the widows of Israel, but a widow
at Zarephath (Luke 4:25-26). Sent by God into
the land of Sidon to escape the wrath of Ahab
and Jezebel, he was to be fed by a widow.
How was this woman to feed this man? She
had only a small bit of oil and meal left.
Notice how the prophet meets this widow at
“the gate of the town” (I Kings 17:10). After
saving the woman and her son from
starvation the woman’s son falls ill and dies.
She cries out, “What have you against me, O
man of God? You have come to be to bring
my sin to remembrance, and to cause the
death of my son” (I Kings 17:18). Crying out to
God and covering the child with his body
three times, Elijah resuscitated the boy.
The author most definitely wants the
readers to recall the stories of Elijah and
Elisha, but unlike the prophets who had to
touch the dead boys, this man who is a far
greater prophet need only touch the bier on
which the dead man lies.
The sick are made well, the dead return to
life, all signs helping the crowds, helping us
to understand whom this man of God truly is.
This is a wonderful story, but it is not easy for
us to hear because so many of us have been
in the position of the widow. We have lost
people we dearly love, and there was not a
prophet to touch their bier and bring the
dead back to life. We are invited to reflect
upon how Jesus continues to heal our pain
and our sorrow as we look toward the gift of
eternal life. Jordan Greatbatch

●

From Pamela
Dear Members

Here we are with our Winter Magazine - many thanks
to Pauline.
It has been a very cold and wet winter time, and for our
ASMU Group we have had a very sad year. Four lovely
members have died and we have lost family members. We
have our Good Lord with us answering our Prayers and giving
us comfort and also to our loved ones. We
have Revd Jordan who is always there; it would have been
very sad times for him also.
Our June Jubilee meeting really was wonderful. Members
joined in and had good fun thanks to Colleen, Pauline and
Helen. It was great seeing Nell arriving wearing a crown and
members wearing their lovely hats. We really did God Bless
the Queen.
Also we had Mary Sumner Sunday at All Saints it was a
lovely Service.
We have a happy day coming up - the Christening of
Jack, great grandson of Nell and our late member Anne
Farrington - what a Blessing!
We give thanks for our Group

Bleßings to you all
Love
Pamela
Enrolling Member

Remembering our Soup Day ....
To share food with loved ones is to share something holy - a blessing.
Illustration only

Source Adobe

Our love and
friendship for each other
gives us strength
to climb through
Adversity.
Look
What we
Did.
All in
love

All Saints Mothers’ Union

All in love

Friendship

humanity

Honourable service

Joy

We will remember them. lest we forget.

We will remember them. lest we forget.

We will remember them. lest we forget.

We will remember them. lest we forget.

They shall not grow old
We will remember them.

When I was young, my mother

told a story about when she was young,
and she always started it off with the
words "When I was a little boy.........."
Her children, grandchildren, and
even great grandchildren, were very
familiar with the phrase.
At about the age of 8, I remember
having a little wonder as to when I
might be going to have a turn as 'a
little boy’. I really knew that it couldn't
happen, but all the same............. my
mother kept telling us about when she
was a little boy...............
Years later, in her book, she talks
about an uncle teasing her about her
croaky voice when she had
a sore throat, and telling her
that she would change into
a boy when she was 14. And
yes, she too had
wondered............... even
though she knew it couldn't
happen.
In 1978 Mum decided to
write down her childhood
memories, up to the age of
about 14, when the family
left the timber milling
settlement and shifted to
Auckland.
She of course called it
'When I was a Little Boy’.
She gifted a copy to
each of her descendants for
Christmas that year, and
they are still prized possessions in the
family. She purposely left out identifying
names, as, although it is the story of

what happened in her family, it could
have been any family in rural New
Zealand from 1908 to 1920ish.
44 years later, as I sit and write this
on my computer (she tapped away on a
Remington portable typewriter), I
realise that I am older than she was
when she wrote the book!
I can lay claim to the grandchildren
(boys), but not the great grandchildren
as yet.
One of the reasons why she wrote
the book was to show how times had
changed from when she was a little boy.
I wonder what she would have made of
all the technology, in fact
'EVERYTHING', today.
I have agreed to
share the book with you,
even though it was never
given to anyone outside
the family, in the hope
that it brings pleasure to
you. Who knows? It may
even prompt you to write
down your own memories.

The memories in
Mum's book are precious.
For instance, reading the
book again, I found
something I must have
missed. I never knew my
mother had a
grasshopper collection
which she kept in a
matches tin!
Jeannie Kennedy
August 2022

Book Blurbs - Glossary of Terms
Contributed by
Nina Dunlop
(source unknown)

Enchanting
= There’s dog in it
Heart-warming
= A dog and a child
Moving
= Child dies
Heart-rending
= Dog dies
Thoughtful
= Mind-numbingly tedious
Haunting
= Set in the past
Exotic
= Set abroad
Audacious
= Set in the future
Award-winning
= Set in India
Perceptive
= Set in North London
Provocative
= Infuriating
Epic
= Editor cowed by author’s reputation
From the pen of
a master
= Same old same old
In the tradition of = Shamelessly derivative
Spare and taut
= Under researched
Richly detailed
= Over-researched
Disturbing
= Author bonkers
Stellar
= Author young and photogenic
Classic
= Author hanging in there
Vintage
= Author past it

Wise Woman
Wendy Moore

“There is
always
a
Somewhere.”
Wendy

Wendy Moore

Wendy is an artist. Her inspiration comes through contemplation and meditation.

RuthTangilau Mave
(Cook Islands)
Writing from
Eugene Oregon at the World
Athletics Championships 18 July 22
Kia Orana Banana

W

ell first off for those looking at the high
tides and floods in Raro it is on the other side
from where I live and I am not there at
the moment, I'm in Eugene Oregon at the World
Athletics Championships. Thanks to all who
messaged me to check in!
Yes, on another adventure, 25 hours travel
time in a mask is interesting but I quite like it,
especially on the plane, I used to wrap my nose
and mouth with a scarf so this is easier.
Took 3 hours from landing to get to the
domestic check in at LAX, the line for customs
is like waiting for Disneyland rides, they snake
around you keep moving but seemingly don't go
anywhere.
Eugene University has a purpose built track
and stadium attached to their student facilities
which I can tell you is an amazing display of
opulence on a grand scale. It is amazing, the
gym and machines, the indoor running track
mezzanine, the pool, the cleanliness, the
artificial turf track for soccer and la crosse to
warm up on the dedicated warm up track is all
quite astounding.
The rooms are large and have a tv larger
than my lounge, its quite something.
After the hundreds of zoom meetings it has
been great to meet the faces in person and
form some bonds to make some contacts for
possible future scholarships . There is
something to be said about face to face
interaction that overrides the online
convenience.

So today work ethic is lightly about the
unseen journey to greatness. Sitting alongside
the 100m track 7 rows back, you can see if an
athlete hasn't done as much work as another. It
shows on the track and others despite their
work on the day the gold slips just out of their
grasp. 0.04 in the men's long jump and 10cm in
women's shot put. All electronically measured
by lasers - amazing.
The girls 100m heats were colourful with
purple and orange hair, magenta dreads and
nails long and painted. It has been a great
experience to be part of.2021 Buying to
Impress
Lots of people fall into this trap, and it is hard
not to. It starts with the label undies to designer
bags and shoes, jeans the like. In my day it was
wearing treks or nomads, Levi jeans or Amco.
They all cost more than Woolworths or the like.
I see people are starting to travel now which
by the prices is like the new car status thing. If
you can afford the prices at the moment, do it,
but then what price do we put on catching up
with family and loved ones?
I do hope you are all keeping well and warm,
safe and happy

Ruth

●

Hello!!

"You are here to be the
presence of love. You are
here to be the presence of
joy. You are here to be the
presence of peace."
~Deepak Chopra

Winter
comfort
books

If you want to
Borrow this
beautiful
book
of love
and care see me

A Book on loan

from the Birkenhead Library.
Recommend you having a look.
It will bring back gentle
memories of
Poems and stories.
Do you remember ? Wynken,Blynken and Nod
Kew Gardens
Heidi
Christina Rossetti
William Blake
it’s fun to snuggle
up and remember!

Remaking
history: how we
are recreating
Renaissance
beauty recipes
in the modern
chemistry lab
March 15, 2022 7.57am NZDT CC
The Conversation
The Toilet of Venice,
Sandro Botticeli
Public Domain

The desire to appear youthful
and beautiful has provided impetus
for extraordinary chemical
experimentation with cosmetics for
millennia. Historical cosmetic
recipes list an array of plant, animal
and mineral ingredients from roses
and rosemary to donkey milk and
calves’ hooves, gold and sulphur.
The beauty industry developed dramatically
in Renaissance Europe from around 1500.
Recipes were widely published and recorded in
manuscripts. And there was ready availability of
a range of ingredients and pre-made formulas,
some of them marketed as “secret”.
Recipes claimed to treat a whole arsenal of
beauty concerns, including dying hair, removing
hair, whitening teeth, clearing blemishes and
removing wrinkles. While women were the
primary audience for such beautifying recipes,
there were also recipes for men to cure baldness
and facilitate beard grow
Renaissance artworks provided templates of
ideal beauty – above all associated with women
and the classical figure of Venus. Recipes offered
the possibility the female user might also appear
as beautiful as her.
(It is not a coincidence Gillette makes a Venus
razor and shaving products – Venus was typically
depicted with soft, smooth skin with no bodily
hair.)
It is remarkable just how closely Renaissance
beauty ideals – and aggressive marketing
strategies promising cures – parallel those of
today. The principles for treating such concerns
and ingredients used in historical beauty recipes
are the same as they were many hundreds of
years ago. And yet other ingredients seem to have
been forgotten or abandoned over time.

One would expect, then, a flurry of scientific
research into historical cosmetics. And yet despite
some scholarly interest in historical cosmetics,
there has been a dearth of scientific,
academically-rigorous, lab-based analysis.

Make it beautiful
In the Beautiful Chemistry Project, we
recreate and analyse popular beautifying recipes
recorded in Renaissance Europe: the ingredients,
the working processes and the final products.
The project grew out of a study of cosmetic
recipes recorded between 1500-1700 across
Europe in a range of sources: medical and
surgical texts, herbals, popular “books of
secrets”, cosmetic recipe collections and
domestic manuscripts of family recipes.
There is a colossal amount of material so our
study does not aim to be comprehensive. Instead,
we have focused on recipes for the skin that
promised to “make it beautiful” (a common
promise in recipes of the time) as well as those
claiming to remove wrinkles and rejuvenate the
skin.
While the
recipes we
study were
recorded in
European
sources in
Latin, Italian,
French and
English, many
of the recipes were based on earlier sources. And
so ancient Egyptian papyri, Roman, Byzantine
and medieval sources have also been consulted to
establish patterns and trace changes in the recipes
through the ages.”

“Making a recipe
Renaissance cosmetic recipes are often
frustratingly short and vague. The nature of
the ingredients, the measurements and even
the processes are rarely self-evident.
The recipe ‘to
make a
beautiful face’
De’
Secreti del

“Take rosemary flowers
and boil them with
white wine and with this
wash the face very well,
and also drink it, it will
make your face very
beautif ul, and the
breath good.”

For a cultural historian, the recipe leads
to questions about the textual tradition of the
recipe, the perceived properties of the
ingredients, the role of smell, the power of
beauty.
For a scientist, there are so many
variables: quantities, boiling procedure and
length of time, type of white wine and
equipment used. Note, too, its beautifying
powers are not solely accomplished through
application on the skin but through drinking
it and making your breath sweet.

By recreating their experiments,
we can see how much modern
beauty standards
and practices can be
traced back many
hundreds of years.”

l

In everyone's
life, at some
time, our inner
fire goes out. It
is then burst
into flame by an
encounter with
another human
being. We should
all be thankful
for those people
who rekindle the
inner spirit.

l

x

Variations of the Renaissance formula
included steeping and boiling rosemary
flowers and/or leaves in white wine. When
we recreated these steps and analysed the
resulting mixtures, we found both methods
extracted a wide variety of essential oils,
amino acids and sugars.
These included many chemicals, such as
camphor, eucalyptol and linalool you could
find in modern skincare products.
Today, we know these substances can have
antibacterial, moisture-binding, collagengrowth stimulating, anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, brightening and soothing effects.
Renaissance experimenters mixed
concoctions of potent, often seemingly
unusual ingredients together in their pursuit
of beauty.

Albert Schweitzer

●

THE BEAUTY OF THE EARTH
Those who contemplate the beauty of the Earth find reserves of strength
that will endure as long as life lasts.
There is symbolic and actual beauty in the migration of the birds, the ebb
and flow of tides, the folded bud ready for Spring.
There is something infinitely healing in the repeated refrains of nature the assurance that dawn comes after night, and Spring after the Winter.
Contributor Jane Peters, Motueaka. MU member
Source -Friendship Book, July 2018, Rachel Carson - biologist 1900's

Source - 5 Image Unsplash- Design P Matthews

Mimi Goodall
PhD graduate of history, Oxford University
Extract from article published
in The Conversations 12.5.20 CC

In September 1591,
Queen Elizabeth I stopped
during her annual progress
around her kingdom at the
home of the Earl of
Hertford, Elvetham Hall near
Basingstoke in south-east
England. The second night’s
entertainment was reported to be quite the
culinary spectacle: a banquet, served in the
garden, with more than 1,000 dishes to weigh
down the table.
The most impressive and curious of them
all were statues made from sugar. Guests
marvelled at a virtual menagerie: “Lions,
Vnicorns, Beares, Horses, Camels, Buls, Rams,
Dogges, Tygers, Elephants, Antelops,
Dromedaries, Apes, and all other beasts” had
been rendered in the powdery sweet stuff. Of
the multitude dishes at the table, it was the
ones made from sugar that were most worthy
of note.
By 1800, rather than only gracing the
tables of monarchs and aristocrats, sugar was
on almost every table in England and would
have been stirred into pretty much every
servant’s cup of tea. Social historian, John
Burnett – whose work focused on the working
classes – put annual consumption in 1801 at
30.6lb (13.87kg) per person.
Understanding sugar’s rise to ubiquity
helps to tell the story of some of the most
important phenomena in economic history.
The history of sugar is also the history of
capitalism, of exploitation, of globalisation
and of industrialisation.

By the 17th century, wealthy Britons were already
experiencing the delights of expensive sugar
confections. Wikimedia Commons

Moorish – and moreish
Sugar first came to England in the 11th
century, brought back by soldiers returning
from the Crusades in what is now the Middle
East. Over the next 500 years it remained a
rarefied luxury, until Portuguese colonists
began producing it at a more industrial level in
Brazil during the 1500s. Financed by Dutch
merchants, they began to traffic enslaved
Africans to farm the sugar. The planters were
able to ship commercial quantities to Europe.
In the mid-17th century, British colonists
adopted the same business model, using
slaves to plant cash crops in Barbados,
Jamaica and other smaller islands. And it is
from this point that the British relationship
with sweetness really accelerates.
Just as the industry was evolving in the
Caribbean, so too was the trade back to
Europe. Sugar spread throughout the British
Isles. The Atlantic trading nexus, known as the
“triangular trade”, between Europe, Africa and
the Caribbean, wove a sticky web which
traversed oceans and continents, reaching
even the rural north-east of England, where, for
example, sugar was available from a local
grocer in Lancaster.
Sugar came in a number of varieties at a
number of different price points and wasn’t
confined to the tables of the elite. Triplerefined white sugar remained the most
expensive, but a poorer consumer could also
buy ordinary brown sugar or dark viscous
molasses, known as treacle. Recipe books from
the period are filled with ideas for how to use
the ingredient, from sprinkling on salad to a
fine plum cake. Sugar was particularly useful as
it kept fresh goods for longer, turning lowcalorie perishable fruit into high-calorie
preserves and jams.

The finished product was then shipped
around the country, helping to forge
transport networks, both internationally and
domestically.
It feels important to mention, writing
this article in lockdown, that the Great
Plague of 1665 did a lot to support the
expansion of the industry around the
country. Refiners left London to set up shop
elsewhere and West Indian ships carrying
sugar had to dock in other ports to avoid
catching the disease. Both phenomena
expedited sugar’s geographic expansion.
The English crown supported this
burgeoning industrial activity. Protectionist
taxation policies effectively subsidised
imports of semi-processed sugar, which
encouraged the domestic industry. Refining
was so successful that British merchants
began to export their surplus out to
countries in Europe, as well as re-exporting
large amounts of brown sugar around the
world.

This helped to solidify the nation’s
balance of trade. Where once the Dutch
and Portuguese had dominated the
European market, England was fast
becoming the sweetshop of Europe.
The multi-faceted story of sugar’s
ascent and the growth of the nation’s sweet
tooth tells us more about early industrial
and capitalist activity in England. While
eventually the French overtook Britain as
chief European suppliers of sugar in the
18th century, the early sugar trade provided
British merchants with a model which was
then adopted and adapted for later goods
including cotton, and which catalysed the
industrial revolution in the following
centuries.
Above all the story of sugar is a
reminder of the reliance of Britain’s
metropolitan economy on the colonies.
Integral to – and inextricable from – this
story of economic growth is the
backbreaking toil of enslaved Africans who
produced the cane and enabled our taste
for sweetness.

●

Source - Public Domain

Any day spent with you
is my favourite day.
So, today is
my new favourite day.

The End

